Western Lowland Gorilla

In formation report.

A Western Lowland Gorilla is a terrific animal but sadly it is endangered, they are hunted down for their Adaults heads to have as trophies in peoples houses, some Gorillas are killed because they sometimes eat peoples crops, the baby Gorillas are sometimes captured for zoo exhibits.

Now let’s talk about a Gorilla’s appearance.

A Gorilla is big, black and has small ears, they have thin grey, black or brown hair but a mailes back has silver fur. A Gorilla has broad shoulders, a muscular neck, they have very strong hands and feet, their arms are longer than their legs.

Where do Gorillas live?

Gorillas live in Western Africa in tropical Rainforests they live in groups.

What do Gorillas eat?

Gorillas are omnivorous which means they eat meat and plants they eat mainly fruit, they also eat leaves, foliage and meat.

Who are Gorillas’ enemies?

A Gorilla’s enemies with humans and Leopards.
Western Lowland Gorilla

Information report

The western lowland Gorilla is a terrific animal but sadly they are endangered, they are hunted down for some of the adults heads to have as trophies in peoples houses, some Gorillas are killed because they sometimes eat peoples crops and some baby Gorillas are captured for zoo exhibits.

What do Gorillas look like?

A Gorilla is big black and has small ears, they have thin grey black or brown fur but a male has silver fur on its back, they have broad shoulders, a muscular neck, they have very strong hands and feet, there arms are longer than there than there legs.

Where do Gorillas live?

Gorillas live in western Africa in tropical rainforests they also live in groups.

What do gorillas eat?

Gorillas are omnivores witch means they eat meat and plants they eat mainly fruit they also eat leaves, foliage and meat.

Who are Gorillas Enemies?

A gorilla is enemies with humans and leopards.

Grade Commentary

Sam has demonstrated sound knowledge and understanding of the structure and features of an information report. Information has been gathered and adequately organised in paragraphs with some elaboration of ideas. An orientation has been attempted using colloquial language, and appropriate language, including descriptive and some technical terms, has been used. Compound sentences have been used but some sentences are very long and lack appropriate punctuation. There are some grammatical errors relating to the use of verbs and tense. There is evidence of adequate desktop publishing skills. A computer spell check has been used to edit the work but there is no evidence of editing for meaning. To improve, Sam could include additional detail and more varied sentence beginnings.

Sam’s response demonstrates characteristics of work typically produced by a student performing at a grade C standard.